
SloanLED PDL3 MODUS Launches at
PetroForum Africa 2017
Extremely versatile LED lighting solution with a potential 250% energy savings over HID

 

 

 

SloanLED, leaders in LED technology for 60 years, announced the launch of PDL3 MODUS at
PetroForum Africa 2017, the region’s must‑attend event for those driving change within Africa’s highly
competitive fuel retail market. SloanLED PDL3 MODUS is the most versatile LED lighting solution for
canopies, coolers, parking garages, and more. The proprietary SloanLED Power Module allows each
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driver solution to have three lumen settings without replacing any hardware for fast, onsite,
one‑person installation and no site survey. SloanLED introduced PDL3 MODUS to the highly influential
decision makers at PetroForum Africa in Pretoria, South Africa, March 16‑17.

“PDL3 MODUS is one of the most innovative products in our line‑up, the versatility and adaptable
lumen settings offer flexibility not yet seen in this LED lighting space,” said Ervin Cash,
President & CEO of SloanLED. “The combination of fixtures and power supply modules delivers a wide
operating range of light output from 23,000 lumens down to 5,000 lumens—making PDL3 MODUS the
perfect solution for a variety of applications.”

PDL3 MODUS is an IP68 rated, globally compliant lighting fixture with industry leading efficacy up to
149 lm/W. Slim and lightweight, the surface mounted fixture is virtually maintenance free once
installed. It isn’t only simple to install, PDL3 MODUS is easy to buy with five application‑specific power
supply kits — pre‑assembled for convenience. PDL3 MODUS reduces the need for service
maintenance contracts and lowers total cost of ownership, dramatically.

SloanLED is also proud to offer PDL3 MODUS with an industry leading 10‑year limited warranty.

PDL3 MODUS is the newest in the SloanLED PDL Series, strengthening the product offering as we
continue to engineer innovative and efficient LED lighting solutions.

For more information:
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